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Self Assessment:
Business Habits

Gaining clarity and awareness of our habits can shed light on what is really going on inside our 
hearts and minds, and can help us move things forward in our lives and businesses. Use 
today’s self-assessment to help you better understand how you are using your time in your 
business.  It will be critical to understand this as we go into Hautecelerator.  NOTE: There is 
zero judgment behind any of these questions - they are meant to only make you have more 
awareness about how you are choosing to spend your time, energy, focus and money in your 
business.  We will help you interpret them in our upcoming modules.

Business Habits
1. How many hours a week are your actively working on your business?

2. How many hours a day are you actively working on your business?

3.  Do you have long term goals for your business? (1, 5 and/or 10 year goals)  If so, how often 
do you revisit them?  Write your current long term goals here:
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4.  Do you have short terms goals for your business?  (30, 60 and 90 day goals)  If so, how 
often do you revisit them?  Write your current short term goals here:

5.  Do you set daily or weekly goals or objectives for your business?  If so, when do you set 
them and what is your process for tracking them?

6.  Do you usually achieve your daily or weekly goals for your business?  If not, why do you 
think you do not?

7. Are your daily or weekly goals based on milestones towards your short or long term goals? If 
not, how do you determine what your weekly and daily goals need to be?

8. Are you the only one working on your business? If not, who else is working on your business 
and how are responsibilities divided?
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9. How are you tracking progress towards your daily, weekly goals and your milestones?

10. How much time per week is spent on the following parts of your business:

- Operations - Definition: How you keep the business running from day to day.  Creating and 
refining your processes and systems for how things work in your business, from client intake 
or customer relations, to how paperwork and files are handled, distribution of your products or 
services, equipment needed, software needed, inventory management and storage, physical 
location needed to operate and deliver products or services, such as an office or warehouse, 
manufacturing of products, etc… It takes into account staffing (also under Team below)

- Legal - Definition:  Making sure your legal foundation is in place, getting contracts negotiated 
and in place for all business relationships, monitoring your trademarks or copyrights, etc….

- Business development -  Definition: Pursuing strategic opportunities for your business, for 
example by cultivating partnerships or other commercial relationships, or identifying new 
markets/demographics for your products or services.

- Marketing - Definition:  The process of teaching customers/clients why they should choose 
your product or service over your competitors and it includes everything that the client 
encounters when it comes to your business, from advertising, to what they hear, to the 
customer service that they receive, to the follow-up care that you provide, to studying the 
market and your competitors.  The focus is on helping your client or customer decide whether 
or not to buy from you or give you repeat business. Marketing activities bring awareness of 
your brand, including press and PR, or that bring in leads that you can potentially turn into 
sales.

- Advertising - Definition: A subset of Marketing, it’s the part that involves getting the word out 
concerning your business, product, or the services you are offering and includes the 
placement of advertisements in such mediums as Facebook, Instagram, Google Adwords, 
magazines, newspapers, direct mail, billboards, television, radio, etc..…

- Sales - Definition: Activities that could result in actual sales, like sales calls, sending our 
proposals, following up with potential clients, working in a store or pop-up shop, presentations 
to groups that could include potential clients.
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- Team - Definition: Hiring/firing, workflow, employee/contractor management, etc…

- Client or Customer Support - Definition: Time spent actually doing work for clients or 
customers, or responding to them and making sure they are having an exceptional 
experience with your brand

- Financials - Definition: Actually reviewing bank balances, financial reports, expenses (past 
and anticipated), studying trends based on past financial information, raising capital and 
talking to potential investors, securing bank loans, ensuring that you have working capital to 
keep the lights on and pay your staff, taxes, etc….

- Professional development - Definition: Reading or listening to books, attending seminars or 
continuing education classes in person or online, working with a coach or mentor, working 
with a mastermind or accountability group, attending conferences that enhance your 
expertise, etc….

11.  If you aren’t spending any time, or are spending less than 5 hours a week on any one of the 
above, explain why. Note: Try not to stress out if you realize that you are not spending time on 
some of the above, or that you realize now you didn’t even know you needed to spend time on 
some of the above.  Being an effective founder and CEO is a journey and you will get better and 
better at it. Hautecelerator will walk you through all of the above and make sure you understand 
how to do each.  So breathe, and focus now on just being honest with yourself about why you 
didn't know you needed to give attention to any of the above, or why you were avoiding certain 
activities.  
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Takeaways 

What surprised me most was how little time I am spending on:

What surprised me most was how much time I am spending on:

I am wasting too much time on:

After this activity, I understand that I may need to change how I am spending my time each 
week if I want to be more successful towards reaching my milestones. I plan to change the 
following:
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